Subsea and Wellhead Solutions
Complete Subsea & Wellhead Project and Maintenance Solutions.

PipeLine SSV’s on a Fast-Track Basis

SS&WL can advise on valve selection, operational and control system for a specific subsea service and provide procured and engineered project planning and delivery. The company will fast-track project delivery to maximise project planning and delivery.

Enhanced Testing and Certification

To ensure integrity and correctness of selected valves in service, we can perform a range of enhanced tests that not only are usually requested by regulatory agencies, but also by our clients. This can include tests that can be performed on valves to simulate actual operating field conditions.

- Hydrostatic Testing
- Fix Flow Testing
- User Specified Organic Testing
- API 6A, 6D & ISO 13628-7 Testing
- Site Testing
- Leak Detection
- Magnetic Testing
- Bend and Feature Testing
- Elevated Temperature Testing
- Abnormal Flow Testing
- Valves and Fittings In-Line Monitoring
- Pressure Material Identification (PMI)
- Leakage Detection Testing
- Blowout Testing
- Optic, Thermal and Vacuum Testing

Xmas Tree Solutions

Re-engineered and refurbished units are cost effective and aid re-engineering materials, which is environmentally friendly.

Xmas Tree Solutions

- Re-engineered and refurbished units are cost effective and aid re-engineering materials, which is environmentally friendly.

Design and Engineering

Engineering & Design Consultancy (EDC)

- Engineering & Design Consultancy (EDC)

Services:

- Supply, overhaul and testing of subsea isolation valves and actuators
- Overhaul and testing of subsea and topside API Xmas Tree equipment
- Engineering and Design Consultancy (EDC)
- Hydraulic Engineering Services
- Transmissions: repair & rectification service
- Facilitating of site integration tests (large scale equipment)
- Transmissions: repair & rectification service
- Software Writing & Programming
- Standards Verification & Validation
- Mathematical Modelling & Data Logging
- Condition Monitoring and Instrumentation
- Technical Bid Evaluations
- 3D Parametric CAD – 2D Draughting
- Investigation & Failure Reports
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Hydraulic Services

Complete hydraulic engineering projects and solutions.

SS&WL's Hydraulic Division offer a full range of hydraulic engineering services to manufacture, test, install, commission, maintain, repair and overhaul. Our Hydraulic Services provide a single source for complex hydraulic engineering projects and solutions to meet or exceed SAE, ISO, DIN, DOT, API and JIS standards.

Transmission Services

24/7 on-site diagnostic services to recalibrate or pinpoint problematic issues.

Transmission’s fully-trained personnel have over 60 years’ experience in transmission recalibration down to component level and specialize in fast track transmission work. For each of our services we guarantee that all work will be carried out quickly and efficiently in a bid to reduce extended down time situations.

In addition, Score Subsea and Wellhead Limited are an approved Parker System Integrator and is many instances these services suitably the need to consider a unit for repair. This service is also now available for all Allison World Transmissions which are commonly found in cranes, refuse collection trucks, mud pumps, winches and various other offshore plant equipment.

Score Subsea and Wellhead Limited is a purpose built Water Jet Profiling facility. Using our EH315 machine, we offer a fast, cost effective method of meeting most profiling requirements. To complement this, we can also provide the services of our in-house CAD design facility to produce both 2D and 3D drawings to meet our customers’ requirements.

SS&WL can provide both one off & contract profiling services to a vast scope of industries such as Construction, Manufacturing, Oil & Gas, Automotive, Marine & Aerospace, and this is proving to be hugely efficient in comparison to Laser or Plasma cutting, EDM and Milling.

Water Jet Profiling Service

Cutting Materials:

- Aluminium
- Brass
- Copper
- Mild Steel
- Stainless Steel
- Titanium
- Tool Steel
- Rubber
- Polypropylene
- Nylon
- Acetal
- Acrylic
- Resin
- MDF Fibreboard
- Plywood
- Insulation
- Glass
- Gaskets
- Polypropylene

For further information on our product and service capabilities, please visit our website at www.subsea-wellhead.com

Complete Subsea and Wellhead Solutions

Score Subsea and Wellhead Limited
Intelligent Subsea Solutions™
www.subsea-wellhead.com

Intelligent Subsea Solutions ™

Approvals held within the Score group of companies
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